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Agnes Scott College  
Agnes Scott  

Merged  
Courses: 

BIO-250 AT - Fdns of Neurobiology/Lab 
BIO-250 AM - Fdns of Neurobiology/Lab 
PSY-250 AT - Foundtns of Neuroscience I/Lab 
PSY-250 AM - Foundtns of Neuroscience I/Lab

Department: BIOL

  Responsible
Faculty: Stacey Dutton; Jennifer Larimore   Responses / Expected:  26 / 31 (83.87%) 

Overall Mean:

6.3  Strong Disagreement to Strong Agree  (354 responses)

4.5  unsatisfactory to excellent   (77 responses)

3.0  Class year   (26 responses)

2.0  Reason for taking course   (26 responses)

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

All Courses

Student
Demographics
Student Year/Course
Selection

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Course BIOL All

FY S J S MAT P N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

Q1 What is your
class year? 0 7 12 7 0 0 26 3.0 3 3 .73 275 2.4 69 2.5K 2.3 74

Responses: [FY] first year=1 [S] sophomore=2 [J] junior=3 [S] senior=4 [MAT] MAT=5 [P] PBPM=6 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q2 - If your class year is other, please specify.

Response Rate: No participants responded to this question.   (0 of 26)

 

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#
https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#


All Courses

Student Demographics
Student Year/Course
Selection

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Course BIOL All

ADR AMR AE N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

Q3 I took this course as: 0 25 1 26 2.0 2 2 .19 265 1.9 88 2.4K 1.9 60

Responses: [ADR] a distributional requirement=1 [AMR] a major/minor requirement=2 [AE] an elective=3 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q4 - If the reason you took the course is other, please explain.

Response Rate: No participants responded to this question.   (0 of 26)

 

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

All Courses

Course Questions
General Questions

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Course BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

Q5

There were
aspects of the
course that were
especially
effective in
helping you learn.

0 1 0 0 2 7 15 25 6.4 7 7 1.09 277 5.8 83 2.6K 5.8 71

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q6 - Please explain or comment on the question above .

Response Rate: 61.54%   (16 of 26)

https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#


1 i liked the quizzes every week because it made me review notes and study which made it easier to study for tests.

2 The weekly quizzes as well as the diagrams provided on lecture. 

3 The weekly DRQ's and quizzes helped a lot.

4 The weekly quizzes were annoying but helpful.

5
The weekly quizzes were extremely motivational and the way they were set up required attention to detail when we

studied. The DRQs were great because, to be honest, I wouldn't have read the book had these not been required.

6 The weekly quizzes were effective. I also gained practice in presenting scientiWc research.

7 The quizzes were very useful

8 The PowerPoints were especially helpful in allowing me to know what to focus my studying.

9 It was entirely lecture style and depended on us being able to memorize, which is my weakness.

10 I was able to present in this class and read literature that will help in graduate school.

11

I loved the way this course was set up. I liked having a homework assignment due before the lecture, then the

lecture, then a quiz a couple days later. It made the information stick better than I think it would have if we only had 2

of those components, or if the homework was due after the lecture.

12
I loved how Dr. Larimore and Dr. Dutton split up their lectures. I appreciate how each professor taught a lecture

based on their specialty, allowing the conversation to go more in depth.

13

I enjoyed the split teaching styles because they helped to prepare us for grad school. I also enjoyed the lab setup. It

made it possible for me to expand on my resume and get experience with coming up with an applicable hypothesis

and write a manuscript. I also liked that we had quizzes to kinda force us to learn the material before the exam.

14
I enjoyed the directed reading questions as they forced me to sit down and read the chapter before the class lecture.

They also helped in studying for the quizzes, tests, and cumulatively, for the Wnal.

15
Having quizzes after each lecture helped me stay on top of studying. As much as I disliked the DRQS it forced me to

look at the information.

16

Although, it felt like it was a lot of work at the time, having the DRQ's and quizzes were really helpful in terms of

studying for the exams/Wnal because I had interacted with the material so much. Having the class taught with 2

professors was something that I found to be extremely helpful as it was a glimpse of how graduate levels classes

would be like. Another aspect of the class I though was really helpful were the presentations and the way lab was set

up. We were able to get practice on how to present a research paper and the lab helped by giving us more experience

in a wet lab setting and with writing a manuscript.

 

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

All Courses

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---

https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#


Course Questions
General Questions

Responses Course BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

Q7

There were
aspects of the
course that were
not effective in
helping you learn.

7 8 0 5 1 1 3 25 3.0 2 2 2.02 270 3.6 24 2.5K 3.2 47

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q8 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Response Rate: 30.77%   (8 of 26)

1 See above

2
Presentations were not very helpful, especially that some of them were done before we learnt about the material in

class.

3 I think all aspects of the course were to our beneWt in one way or another

4
I believe the quizzes every Thursday was ok until the material began to get harder and I'd only have a day to review the

material and hope to receive a perfect score.

5 For the most part I found everything to be helpful. There wasn't anything I found to be disruptive.

6 Everything was very helpful in this class

7 Everything that was taught and how it was taught was effective towards managing my time and study habits.

8

A few of the powerpoints were very long and detailed and I don't feel like you spent enough time on them given that

you had to Wnish the ppt by the end of class. Also some of the DRQs were extremely long and hard to complete, some

of the questions were really hard to Wnd answers to. I've had to google answers after I couldn't Wnd them in the 4th or

5th edition of the book, or the pdf of the Dale book.

 

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

All Courses

Course Questions
General Questions

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Course BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#


Q9
This course was
intellectually
challenging.

0 0 0 1 5 6 13 25 6.2 7 7 .91 278 5.8 83 2.5K 5.7 68

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q10 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Response Rate: 38.46%   (10 of 26)

1
the information itself, is not necessarily challenging, what is challenging is processing the amount of information

and then applying it on the test in questions that have to do with studies and creating experiments.

2

This class was extremely challenging, intellectually. We were asked to think not only like an undergraduate science

student but also as a graduate school student in the way that the and a presenter. We had to really stay on our toes

and work outside of what we normally did.

3 It was challenging but I enjoyed it.

4 It was a lot of work. That was challenging.

5

I think this course was challenging for me because I haven't learned most of the material before. In spite of that, I

think the challenging material and my professors pushed me to learn; I've learned a large amount of information in

this class.

6 I have learned a lot and it is really interesting.

7 I found lab the most challenging do to the fact that it was my Wrst upper level course. 

8 I deWnitely had to think deeply and study really hard for this course. It was challenging but also rewarding.

9 Being able to read a few papers that were outside of my level of understanding deWnitely challenged me.

10 About died trying to learn everything

 

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

All Courses

Course Questions
General Questions

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Course BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

I made positive
contributions to
this course (for

https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#


Q11

example,
preparing for
class, attending
class regularly,
participating in
class discussions,
and listening to
others).

0 0 1 0 4 4 17 26 6.4 7 7 1 279 6.4 45 2.6K 6.1 61

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q12 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Response Rate: 30.77%   (8 of 26)

1 i always went, but sometimes i zoned out because the lectures didn't keep my attention.

2 You almost had to, but I liked that. It kept me accountable and helped me to understand the material better.

3 Out of all my classes, I spent the most time on this class and its material.

4 I only missed one class, and studied regularly.

5

I made sure to complete DRQs on time and study for the quizzes and I tried to attend all lectures (I think I missed 1 or

2 ppts). But, this semester has been really bad regarding my health/ migraines and I don't know why, but it has

interfered with me attending many Thursday classes where presentations and quizzes happen. Which has affected

my group presentations in class and in lab.

6 I completed all of the assignments; however, I should have done better at studying for the quizzes, which add up.

7 I attended every class so that I could succeed and understand the course material better.

8 A lot of note cards 

 

 Graph Legend

BIO/PSY-250 - AM

BIOL Courses

All Courses

Course Questions
General Questions

BIO/PSY-250 - AM --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Course BIOL All

U P G VG E N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

Q13 Overall rating of the
course. 0 0 1 11 14 26 4.5 5 5 .57 279 4.0 79 2.6K 4.0 77

https://p4.courseval.net/etw/ets/et.asp?nxappid=ZT2&nxmid=AssessmentResults.LoadDetail&survid=N2KUDKUE&directreport=1&chkindi=1&lsumview=0&rbsele=30NAHAV051&cgistypeasm=Standard&cgiyearasm=2016&cgitermasm=16/FA&cgistatusasm=Closed&csid=N2KUDKUE&ccrsdeptasm=2EW0YF63W&fltrfoc=&fltrfocopt=&lmultisurv=&NXM_MOBILE_FAKE=full#


Responses: [U] unsatisfactory=1 [P] poor=2 [G] good=3 [VG] very good=4 [E] excellent=5 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q14 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Response Rate: 23.08%   (6 of 26)

1 One of my favorite classes at Agnes.

2 I would deWnitely recommend this course. I think it was great preparation for upper level courses

3 I really liked this course. Both of our instructors were amazing resources and did a great job of teaching.

4 I learned so much throughout this course, it was great!

5
I enjoyed most of it. The difference in the two different professors' teaching styles was a little bit difWcult to get used

to at Wrst.

6
I enjoyed being taught by two professors who love what they do and actually care about their students. I would

deWnitely recommend this class to any Biology major.

 

Instructor Questions
General Instructor
Questions

Q15. The instructor
defined the plan for the
course, including what
was required of
students (for example,
stated the plan for the
course in the syllabus,
in the class).

Faculty Results --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Individual BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

-- 0 0 0 0 1 7 18 26 6.7 7 7 .55 302 6.3 66 2.6K 6.2 66
Jennifer Larimore 0 0 0 0 1 8 16 25 6.6 7 7 .57 302 6.3 57 2.6K 6.2 62

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q16 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Dutton, Stacey



Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1
The syllabus was given for the course, however a few times we didn't always stick to the syllabus. DeWnitely regarding

lab. Also regarding lab, there wasn't a lot of guidance until the very end for our presentation and the lab report.

2 She stated the plan for the syllabus and followed the syllabus to a t.

3 She expected us to be like grad students, she said as much in her lab

4 I knew what was expected of us.

 
Q17 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Larimore, Jennifer

Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1 We were given sufWcient requirements for the entire class.

2
This was true for the class, but I didn't feel that this was true for the lab. I felt like the lab was haphazardly set up,

almost like an afterthought, particularly at the end of the semester.

3 She did effectively plan things out for us and had multiple slides describing what we were trying to learn

4
Everything we did in class, or in preparation for class was outlined in the syllabus and Dr. Larimore clariWed any

questions we had about scheduling throughout the semester.

 

Instructor Questions
General Instructor
Questions

Q18. The instructor
was available to
students outside of
class (for example,
held office hours,
responded to emails
and other student
efforts to contact the
instructor).

Faculty Results --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Individual BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

-- 0 0 0 0 1 4 21 26 6.8 7 7 .50 292 6.5 75 2.6K 6.3 79



Jennifer Larimore 0 0 0 2 1 4 17 24 6.5 7 7 .91 292 6.5 39 2.6K 6.3 53

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q19 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Dutton, Stacey

Response Rate: 26.92%   (7 of 26)

1 She was usually in her ofWce and available even outside of ofWce hours.

2 She offered ofWce hours every week and was open to answering students' questions through email or in person.

3 She emailed me back, or was somewhere around the biology hall that I could Wnd her.

4 She answers emails promptly and is available when she says she is.

5 I didn't reach out as much to know effectively

6 Helpful interpreting articles 

7

Dr Dutton responded to my emails in timely manner and worked with me to Wnd times when I could take quizzes I

missed in class. She was also very helpful and generous in accommodating me with my migraines and taking

extensions on tests.

 
Q20 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Larimore, Jennifer

Response Rate: 23.08%   (6 of 26)

1 was able to arrange times for me to come in and take missed quizzes.

2 Sometimes

3 She answers emails promptly and is available when she says she is.

4 Just like Dr. Dutton, Dr. Larimore held ofWce hours and was open to responding to emails promptly and efWciently.

5 I knew where she was so I could as questions.

6 I didn't reach out to her.

 

Instructor Questions
General Instructor

Faculty Results --- Survey Comparisons ---



Questions

Q21. The instructor
clarified material that
required further
explanation (for
example, listened to
questions, responded
to students).

Responses Individual BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

-- 0 0 0 0 3 4 19 26 6.6 7 7 .68 302 6.2 75 2.6K 6.2 66
Jennifer Larimore 0 0 0 1 1 7 16 25 6.5 7 7 .75 302 6.2 66 2.6K 6.2 59

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q22 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Dutton, Stacey

Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1 Throughout our lectures with Dr. Dutton, she answered questions anyone had or clariWed what needed to be clariWed.

2
It was difWcult to get her attention and her explanations would require more explanation because the material was

incredibly dense.

3 If I had questions, she clariWed.

4 Both instructors are approachable. No question is a dumb question.

 
Q23 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Larimore, Jennifer

Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1 Sometimes, sometimes not

2 She answered all of the questions I had.

3
She answered questions students had in the classroom as well as out, in ofWce hours or via email. She provided

clariWcation when necessary.

4 Her answers to questions were sometimes unclear.

 



Instructor Questions
General Instructor
Questions

Q24. The instructor
treated students with
respect.

Faculty Results --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Individual BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

-- 0 0 0 0 1 1 24 26 6.9 7 7 .42 303 6.8 52 2.6K 6.6 62
Jennifer Larimore 0 0 0 0 1 2 22 25 6.8 7 7 .46 303 6.8 39 2.6K 6.6 56

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q25 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Dutton, Stacey

Response Rate: 7.69%   (2 of 26)

1
Very very sassy and it was amusing on occasion, but sometimes hindered productiveness especially in lab when we

would listen to her instruction, but then she would blame us if something went wrong.

2 She was always respectful.

 
Q26 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Larimore, Jennifer

Response Rate: 11.54%   (3 of 26)

1 There was a respectful environment in the classroom.

2 She was fairly easy to approach

3 Always respectable.

 



Instructor Questions
General Instructor
Questions

Q27. The instructor
clearly defined how
assignments would be
evaluated.

Faculty Results --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Individual BIOL All

SD 0 0 0 0 0 SA N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

-- 0 0 0 0 4 3 18 25 6.6 7 7 .75 302 6.2 66 2.6K 6.1 70
Jennifer Larimore 0 0 0 1 3 5 16 25 6.4 7 7 .85 302 6.2 59 2.6K 6.1 61

Responses: [SD] Strongly Disagree=1 [0] 0=2 [0] 0=3 [0] 0=4 [0] 0=5 [0] 0=6 [SA] Strongly Agree=7 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q28 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Dutton, Stacey

Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1 We were given a rubric for everything, or told how it was graded.

2 Sometimes she would grade harsher than other times.

3 She told us in the syllabus and in person how the assignments would be evaluated.

4 For the most part yes. However we did not get a rubric for our presentations in class as well as for lab.

 
Q29 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Larimore, Jennifer

Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1 We were always told the grading rubric.

2 Sometimes inconsistent

3 She and Dr. Dutton told us how the assignments and tests would be graded.

4 Again, I felt this was true in class but not necessarily true for the lab.

 



Instructor Questions
General Instructor
Questions

Q30. Overall rating of the
teaching of the course.

Faculty Results --- Survey Comparisons ---
Responses Individual BIOL All

U P G VG E N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev N Mean Pct

Rnk N Mean Pct
Rnk

-- 0 0 2 7 17 26 4.6 5 5 .63 304 4.2 75 2.6K 4.2 65
Jennifer Larimore 0 0 2 7 16 25 4.6 5 5 .64 304 4.2 68 2.6K 4.2 64

Responses: [U] unsatisfactory=1 [P] poor=2 [G] good=3 [VG] very good=4 [E] excellent=5 
Pct Rnk: Percentile Rank (100 is best, calculated vs. precise Mean)

 
Q31 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Dutton, Stacey

Response Rate: 11.54%   (3 of 26)

1 Thank you for such a good semester!

2 I relly liked the professor's teaching style. It was lively and engaging.

3 Great class.

 
Q32 - Please explain or comment on the question above.

Faculty: Larimore, Jennifer

Response Rate: 15.38%   (4 of 26)

1 The slides were rushed in the later part of the course because of how much material was covered.

2
Please teach this class together again. I think this will beneWt students in the long run, as much as it has beneWted

me. Learning topics from your different specialties has been an honor.

3
I wish the instructor was more prepared before class. Also, the powerpoints were not useful most of the time for the

review because they were copied and pasted from the textbook.

4 Great class.


